INVESTIGATION REPORT – Team 1
Investigation Site

Amersham Old Town, St Mary and Parsonage Wood

Investigation Date

22nd May 2009

Report By

Andrew Fazekas

Team Members

Andy F, Mark, Elaine

General
Weather: Dry and Cloudy
Visibility: Good
Ambient Sounds: Sounds of traffic and people in town centre. Aircraft flying over head.

Equipment Used
Sony DVD Camcorder
Digital Sound Recorder
Digital Camera
EMF meter
Temperature Gauge

St Mary’s
Vigil One: Cemetery North of St Mary’s
Elaine was sat in another part of the cemetery away from Andy and Mark. As the vigil began two dog
walkers appeared in the cemetery near to Andy. A man and a woman and a dog and as the dog began to
run to Andy the man began shouting at his dog ruining any sound recording taken at that time.
21:20 Mark was sitting on a bench near the bottom of right hand corner of church yard with Andy.
Mark felt a familiar chill down the left side of his spine and shoulder. He usually feels this when
spirit come close.
21:23 Mark decided to wonder around church yard. He walked straight up foot path to top right hand
corner of church yard along foot path, then turned left and continued to top left hand corner of
church yard. When he was about 15ft from the left top corner of the church yard he heard what
he thought was a twig breaking behind me. Mark turned around, but no-one was behind him.
Mark then walked along path, but could not find a twig anywhere.
21:30 Elaine was sitting in the other part of the graveyard from Andy and Mark, she felt like someone
was standing behind her.
21:38 Mark continued patrolling around the cemetery. He then walked down foot path to left bottom
corner, and turned around, to continue walking back to bottom right hand corner of cemetery.
This is as you look diagonally across the cemetery to top right hand corner of the cemetery.
Mark then saw a dark cloaked figure walk about 10 feet in front of the last two grave stones in
the top right had corner and then disappear.
21:43 Andy is sat on the bench and hears the sound of an animal moving behind him.
21:45 Elaine could hear footsteps on her left when looking around no one else was around.
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21:47 Mark proceeded to top right hand corner of cemetery again to investigate dark figure. He sensed
there was a young widow looking at the two last grave stones, dressed in a black cloak, with a
hood drawn over her head possibly Victorian in style. Mark then picked up the name Elizabeth.
He checked the names on the grave stones, but there was no sign of an Elizabeth named on the
stones.

Vigil 2: Pathway Past St Mary’s Rectory.
Mark and Andy are sat on a wall that runs along the pathway with a river on one side. Elaine has
chosen to sit on a bench next to the church itself. Mark would like to add here that before the vigil
started. He sensed a horse drawn hearse travelling past rectory heading to grave yard.
22:08 Mark was sitting on wall with Andy when he suddenly felt cool breeze on his left ear. Mark
mentioned it to Andy and both agreed there was no breeze.
22:10 Andy asked mark if he had called his name, Andy clearly heard someone call his name, but it
was not Mark and Mark did not hear this. Prior to this vigil Andy has placed his sound recorder
on the wall next to the rectory. At this time the recorder picks up the sound of a vehicle moving
past the recorder but nothing is seen.
22:13 Mark sensed again a young cloaked widow, this time following the hearse past the rectory, but
she was following it alone. Mark thought that was strange that there was know one else
following the hearse.
22:19 At this time Andy’s sound recorder clearly picks up the name “Pete” being spoken near to the
recorder. No members of the team are near to the recorder at the time.
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22:20 Mark walked up path way with Andy. As he walked up the path he suddenly felt that my left
arm turned to ice although his right arm felt normal. This was investigated by both Andy and
Mark, but this appeared to happen only in one spot dead that was opposite a fenced opening in
wall on the other side of the river. Mark moved around until he felt it again. This time his left
arm felt like an ice berg. As Mark has stated above his left side of my body feels a chill when he
senses spirit, but he has never felt a chill like this before. Mark felt like his left arm was in a
freezer!
During this period Andy was filming this incident with his camcorder. Andy did separate
temperature checks on both arms but there was not any temperature difference. Andy checked
the area with EMF meter again no change. Mark said it took ages for his arm to warm up
afterwards.
22:25 Elaine was sitting on the bench next the church and could hear whispering coming from the
corner behind her.
22:35 Mark returns to the spot reported as being cold earlier but this time there is no chilling feeling!
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Parsonage Woods
Vigil 1
The team was guided by Mark who had felt energy at an opening in the woods and we decide to set up
site there. Andy and Mark sat next to a tree and Elaine was sat in a clearing.
23:45 Elaine has an uncomfortable feeling.
23:54 Mark thought he could see glowing like orbs in the trees opposite him about 4-5 feet above the
ground yellow and orange in colour. However they did not move, although they kept appearing
and disappearing. At first Mark thought they were glimmers of street lights that were shining
through the trees. However there were no street lights nearby. Mark thought it must be another
team of LPS, but realized later that our team was not near any of the other teams. This went on
and off continuously throughout the vigil all the time.
00:05 Elaine states it seems to have gone misty all of a sudden to the left of her.
00:07 Mark heard a sound like
a small child crying
faintly in the back
ground.
00:15 Elaine asks to leave but
is not heard by Andy
and Mark, as she has the
feeling that something is
going to happen.
00:24 Mark again heard small
child crying in the back
ground faintly.
00:25 Elaine picks
name Rose.

up

the

Mark notes that although the
other two members appeared
agitated at the end of the vigil.
Mark did feel a sense of peace
around him in the woods.
At one point during the vigil on
the pathway next to the rectory,
light orbs were seen on the
DVD recorder but this was
explored and found to be glare
from a nearby light source.
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